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Abstract: The benefits of reusing artifacts in the software development process are well-known
in the software engineering community, and the earlier in the system development life-cycle
reuse is attempted, the more benefit can be expected. Thus, we highlight the reuse of
requirement specifications, leading to greater reuse of other artifacts such as models, code and
tests. This paper presents an approach to the requirements reuse, supported by a tool that gives
suggestions for reuse from requirement patterns, a patterns catalog and traceability between
requirements. The efficiency and effectiveness of the approach were evaluated using a quasiexperiment in a university. We conducted a quantitative evaluation of the approach, and an
assessment of participants’ perceptions regarding the use of the approach and the computational
tool. Finally, we performed a qualitative assessment using the GQM method, from the point of
view of experts in the area of requirements engineering, in order to obtain more indicators of
the feasibility of applying the approach in companies. The results of the quasi-experiment
indicate that the approach presented makes the activities of requirement elicitation and
specification about 40% more efficient and effective in terms of the way they are conducted,
without the support of the approach. Regarding the perceptions on the use, the experimental
group positively evaluated the proposed approach and the developed tool. Based on the
evaluation by the GQM method, indicators were obtained that the approach assists in activities
of requirement elicitation and specification, from the point of view of experts.
Keywords: Requirements reuse; Requirement patterns; Requirements engineering
Categories: D.2.1, D.2.13, M.8

1

Introduction

In recent years, organizations in the area of software development have been
searching for best practices in requirements engineering [Young, 04] [Wiegers, 06]
[Robertson, 06] [Davey, 08] [Tamai, 09] [Liu, 10]. This search for new practices
occurs because organizations have realized that the success of the project is
increasingly related to a better understanding of the requirements [Wiegers, 06]
[Robertson, 06].
The requirements engineering process is complex and involves a great deal of
work, from the requirement elicitation through to the requirement documentation.
However, several studies [Griss, 98] [Barber, 99] [Kuloor, 02] [Perednikas, 08] point
out that much effort using reuse approaches can be saved in this process.
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The reuse of requirement specifications is an attractive alternative because it
leads to greater reuse of other artifacts such as models, code, and test plans, thereby
extending the benefits provided by the reuse [Keepence, 95] [López, 02]. Other
benefits are described in [Robertson, 06], indicating that reuse of requirement
specifications can help in the activities of elicitation, analysis, validation and
documentation, in addition to providing the highest quality specifications, both in
terms of content and syntax.
However, several investigations in this field show that reuse should be made
formally, maintaining the integrity of the component and obtaining the benefits of
reuse. The use of the "copy / paste" method is rarely beneficial, because writing this
new requirement in this way consists of a new specification, therefore it needs to go
through a validation process, thus losing one of the main benefits provided by reuse
approaches [Keepence, 95]. Moreover, inconsistent information and lack of control of
the impact analysis are other problems caused by the "copy / paste" method [Monzon,
08].
The problems with the use of the "copy / paste" method highlights the need for an
approach that supports reuse efficiently and deals with the difficulties encountered in
the reuse process (reported in [Pooley, 08]): (i) the existence of artifacts for reuse, (ii)
the availability of artifacts, (iii) the location of artifacts, (iv) the understanding of the
artifacts, and (v) the validity of the artifacts and their integration with the project.
Thus, this paper describes an approach for implementing the reuse of
requirements specifications based on three pillars: (i) requirement writing patterns for
structuring knowledge in order to reuse requirements, and provide guidelines for
writing and selection of the requirement, (ii) Patterns catalog providing a mechanism
to facilitate the selection of a pattern, as well as suggesting other related patterns, and
(iii) traceability, to identify links between requirements and maximize reuse.
This approach to the application of reuse is intended to assist the analyst in the
stages of requirement elicitation and specification. The elicitation phase is supported
by suggestions of requirements that the approach provides, using mechanisms based
on patterns and traceability. The specification phase takes advantage of the approach
the templates provided by the requirements patterns. The approach is presented in
detail in section 3.
In section 2 we begin describing concepts and strategies for the reuse of
requirements, and we present a comparison between different approaches. Section 3
presents the approach for the reuse of requirements proposed in this paper. Section 4
describes the procedure for evaluating the approach and results. Finally, we present
our conclusions and suggest future research directions for this line of work.

2

Background to requirements reuse and related work

The advantages of software reuse are apparent: increased software productivity,
higher software quality, shorter software development time, reduced software costs,
less personnel, a competitive advantage, and improved software system
interoperability [Mussbacher, 99]. Reusable software artifacts include requirements,
designs, source code, test plans, test cases, test data, and documentation. The earlier in
the software development life cycle reuse is attempted, the greater the potential
savings in terms of effort and cost. Sommerville suggests that reuse of already
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implemented requirements decreases the risk of writing low quality requirements, and
may lead to the reuse of design, code, and test artifacts [Sommerville, 97].
Requirements reuse has been researched since the late 1980s and early 1990s
[Finkelsteinm 88] [Reubenstein, 91]. Lam, McDermid and Vickers [Lam, 97a],
however, suggest that “there is little evidence ... that requirements reuse is widely
practised” and present various steps towards systematic requirements reuse based on
their work for Rolls-Smiths Engine Control Ltd. The authors state that these steps
have made a considerable contribution to successful reuse in the domain of aeroengine control systems. This work [Lam, 97a] highlighted the need for a strategy for
effective reuse of requirements, and since then, some strategies have been found in
the literature.
The requirement patterns are viewed by the community as an approach to strong
support for reuse [Franch, 10]. According [Fredj, 99], patterns are an efficient
solution for reuse for three reasons: (i) the pair problem / solution serves to guide and
motivate designers seeking to solve a given problem, (ii) the small size of a pattern
improves the usability, as well as its understanding, selection and adaptation, and (iii)
the generality of a pattern increases its scope.
Another way of reusing requirements is through traceability between
requirements [Dick, 02] [von Knethen, 02]. Traceability, in addition to its main focus
which is to support the impact analysis and integration of the changes that occur in the
software process, also serves as support for the reuse of artifacts [Dick, 02]
[Spanoudakis, 04]. Requirements is an approach that uses traceability to reuse the
requirements specifications [von Knethen, 02].
2.1

State of the art

We used a systematic mapping study as a tool for identifying the state of the art in
terms of approaches to requirements reuse. Konda and Mandava [Konda, 10] present
a systematic mapping study that aimed to find reusable assets other than source code.
As we can see, the scope of this research is broader than just the reuse of
requirements, however, from this research [Konda, 10] we have established some
criteria to determine the state of the art in the group of studies that refer to the reuse of
requirements. The criteria used were studies classified as belonging to the area of
software requirements and with sufficient information to reproduce/apply the
approach and/or studies that show some form of evaluation of such.
Applying these criteria, nine (9) studies were selected. However, one study was
discarded (even though it was of interest to the research) because we did not have
access it, and did not receive any reply to our request to the authors. We have
highlighted that the mapping used as the reference for the studies selection has taken
into account models till first half of 2009 [Konda, 10].
Keepence, Mannion and Smith [Keepence, 95] present a guide to help maximize
the level of reuse requirements. This guide consists of steps to categorize
requirements as: (i) not reusable; (ii) directly reusable; or (iii) based on parameters.
As a next step, the authors recommend an analysis of the requirements that cannot be
reused to remove specific references and standardize terms. The authors also suggest
subdividing the generic specification in more specific specifications.
Lam [Lam, 97b] describes the attempts to promote the reuse of requirements
specifications in the aircraft industry using the perspective of case-based reasoning.
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The approach consists of two main phases: domain analysis and domain engineering.
To this end, the author adapted an existing method for analyzing domain for use,
focusing on the reuse of requirements. The phase of domain engineering is supported
by a computational tool, which aims to build requirements retrieved from a library of
generic requirements, which can be instantiated with the information provided in the
forms, and placed in a library project.
The research reported in [Gotzhein, 98] proposes a reuse approach to formally
specify system requirements. The researchers show how a requirement specified in
natural language for a real-time system has been transformed into a precise and
concise specification in a formal way. They demonstrate the potential for reuse of
requirements across several examples. Thus, the main contribution is a non-trivial
pattern of requirements for real-time systems, considering the appropriate pattern for
reuse.
The research described in [Montabert, 05] [Montabert, 09] discusses the reuse of
requirements in the usability area. The authors propose a process for reuse of
requirements for notification systems, involving claims in a model of hierarchical task
analysis (a technique commonly used in the field of usability).
Study [Mikyeong, 05] suggests a method of producing requirements that will be a
core asset in the product line. The authors describe a process for developing domain
requirements in which commonality and variability in a domain are explicitly
considered. They introduce various matrices to ensure objectivity when identifying
commonalities and variabilities, and make the processes concrete by defining
specification atoms (primitive requirement) and composition rules.
As in [Mikyeong, 05], Monzon's work [Monzon, 08] deals with the systematic
reuse of requirements in a family of products. The first step of the approach, each
time a new project of the product family starts, is to identify in the traceability trees of
related projects those requirements (or requirements sets) that shall be applicable to
the new one. These requirements are marked as “parent requirements” in the family.
The specifications of each project inherit these requirements, keeping track of where
they come from (in the case of strong and weak reuse) and maintaining
synchronization in the changes (only in the case of strong reuse).
Another contribution to requirement reuse is presented in [Perednikas, 08]. In this
paper the author proposes the reuse of requirements specifications based on the idea
of forecasting user needs. The approach consists of a reuse process based on factual
knowledge about the source of requirements.
2.2

Comparison between approaches to requirements reuse

Considering the existence of different approaches to requirements reuse, it is pertinent
to conduct a comparison between the approaches, seeking to define the differences
from the approach proposed in this paper. Thus, our proposal in Table 1 is compared
with the other approaches in the literature considering the following criteria:
 The scope of reuse, which seeks to identify the domain of reuse discussed in the
research.
 Characteristics of the approach: this criterion seeks to identify and classify the
type of method or technique used to support the reuse.
 The support of some type of computational tool: checks whether the approach is
supported by a computational tool.
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The use of the knowledge repository for storing software requirements: a
repository is a database that stores the collection of components for reuse, and
promotes mechanisms for the efficient recovery of these elements. This criterion
identifies the existence of a repository in the architectural approach. We
understand that an approach aimed at the reuse of requirements should be based
on a repository; not adopting a repository for the storage of knowledge that you
wish to reuse raises doubts about its effectiveness, and questions such as: Where
and how is the knowledge intended for reuse to be found?
The method of evaluation of the approach (type of assessment): agreeing with
the position of Basili [Basili, 07], empirical study plays an important role in the
evolution of software engineering, contributing to building a body of knowledge
in software engineering, supported by observations and empirical evidence.
Thus, this criterion identifies the evaluation method to which the approach has
been subjected.

[Gotzhein, 98]

[Lam, 97b]

[Keepence, 95]

Studies

Scope / Approach
Scope: Software Product
Line (SPL) (domain of
spacecraft
mission
planning systems)
Approach: This paper
proposes a classification
of reusable intra-domain
requirements
components.
Scope: SPL (domainspecific approach from
avionics)
Approach: Reuse of
requirements
from
abstract forms based on
generic
collection
requirements.

Scope: Real-time system
Approach: The approach
is based on requirement
patterns. The focus is on
the
application-driven
discovery
of
an
interesting,
non-trivial
real-time
requirement
pattern.

Tool /Repository
Tool: No tool mentioned.
Repository:
No
repository mentioned.

Evaluation
Case Studies. Two user
requirements
specification from the
same domain were
analyzed and split into
the
three
classes
described.

Tool: Tool-based form
for instantiation of the
generic requirements.
Repository: It has a
library
of
generic
requirements.
The search is performed
manually; however, it is
aided by the tool support
through instantiation of
requirements based on
the information provided
on the forms.
Tool: No tool mentioned.
Repository: It stores the
requirement
patterns
based on templates.
The search is performed
manually in file systems,
without
specific
computational aid.

The tool was evaluated
using a framework for
evaluating
domainspecific kits based on
kit elements and predefined attributes of
each kit element.

The reuse potential of
requirement
specifications
is
presented through a
wide range of examples.

[Monzon, 08]

[Mikyeong, 05]

[Montabert, 05] [Montabert, 09]
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Scope:
Domain
of
notification systems
Approach:
The
methodology proposed
by the authors proposes
integrates a criticalparameter-based
approach
to
task
modeling within a usercentric
design
framework.

Scope:
SPL
(article
discusses
newspaper
industry
and
online
Travel booking Systems).
Approach:
Domain
requirements
are
collected
and
generalized, and are then
analyzed and modeled
while
explicitly
managing
the
commonalities
and
variabilities.
Scope: Product Family
(specifications in military
aircraft on-board systems
for tactical missions).
Approach:
The
methodology proposes a
standard traceability tree
with
different
requirement
document
types
at
different
abstraction levels, from
the
contractual
specification
to
the
detailed SW specification
documents.
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Tool: LINK-UP system
(Leveraging Integrated
Notification Knowledge
through
Usability
Parameters) is a webbased
computer-aided
design tool suite intended
to improve support for
the design of notification
systems through reuse.
Repository:
Claims
associated with the task
model are stored in a
repository and will be
recommended
through
the subsequent reuse of
the instance.
Tool:
A
CASE
environment,
called
DREAM, for managing
commonality
and
variability analysis of
domain requirements is
described.
Repository:
Domain
requirements are stored
in
the
core
asset
repository.

Feasibility
study
(Usability Study) with
seven
Computer
Science
students
enrolled
in
an
Introduction to HumanComputer Interaction
class involving transtest
and
post-test
questionnaire [28] [29].

Tool: Add-in to a
commercial tool (Doors)
to provide reuse of
product
family
requirements.
Repository: Repository
of the commercial tool.

No
mentioned.

Case study in the eTravel Systems (e-TS)
domain.

evaluation

Proposed approach

[Perednikas, 08]
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Scope: No specific area
was mentioned.
Approach: The reuse the
requirements
specifications is based on
idea of forecasting user
needs.
The
most
significant
difference
from
other
known
approaches is that the
information used as input
for the
requirements
reuse process is factual
knowledge about users
(not only requirements
documents)
Scope: Approach can be
applied to any area.
Currently
used
for
information systems.
Approach:
Approach
involving
recommendations based
on requirements of a
catalog of patterns (using
templates)
and
the
traceability
between
requirements.

Tool: No tool mentioned.
Repository:
No
repository mentioned.

No
mentioned.

evaluation

Tool: Web tool that
potentializes the reuse
from suggestions of new
requirements.
Repository: Repository
that
stores
the
requirements
and
patterns.
The search for reusable
requirements is through
the support tool when the
user receives suggestions
for reuse based on
patterns and traceability.

Case Study
experimental
evaluation).

(quasi-

Evaluation
of
perception of the tool
and approach.
Specialist
evaluation
(GQM method).

Table 1: Comparative analysis of approaches to reuse
In summary, we can affirm that the studies selected demonstrate the efforts made
by the software engineering community to reuse software requirement specifications.
We can observe that the focus of studies comes from the engineering product line
[Keepence, 95] [Monzon, 08] [Lam, 97b] [Montabert, 05] [Montabert, 09]
[Mikyeong, 05] highlighting the area related to the aeronautical sector. When not
applied to the product line, reuse occurs in a very specific scope, as in case [Gotzhein,
98], which discusses the reuse of non-trivial requirements for real-time systems.
Study [Perednikas, 08] does not define a specific scope, i.e. it is assumed that it may
be appropriate in any context.
The approaches use different methods/techniques, such as: classification,
patterns, task modelling, traceability, forecasting of user needs and commonalities and
variabilities of the requirements. There was no prominent method or technique used
(discussed in several of the selected studies).
Authors [Young, 04] [Wiegers, 06] [Johnson, 91] [Tracz, 94] recommend the use
of tools to support the reuse process, and Wahono [Wahono, 02] highlights the
importance of having a repository. In this regard, four of the seven approaches
describe the development of a tool, and five studies pointed to the use of a repository.
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The approach proposed in this paper brings together some of the methods used
(patterns and traceability) and uses them to automatically display suggestions for
reuse requirements (mechanism not explored by the works studied). Initially, the
approach is focused on the field of information systems (because of the patterns
used). The approach is supported by a computational tool and a repository.
An important aspect to be considered concerns the form of evaluations [Alves,
10]. Evaluations are not described in three of the studies considered. When they are
considered, the most widely used form is the case study. However, the studies
[Montabert, 05] [Montabert, 09] included quantitative assessments (including a transtest and post-test questionnaire).

3

Proposed Approach

The proposed approach is based on three techniques for enabling reuse suggestions:
(i) requirement writing patterns [Toro, 99] [Withall, 07] for assisting in the structuring
of knowledge for reuse, (ii) patterns catalog [Withall, 07] [Renault, 09] providing a
mechanism to facilitate the selection of a pattern; and (iii) traceability [Dick, 02] [von
Knethen, 02] to suggest new requirements from a reused requirement. Using these
elements, the possibility was explored of automatically providing suggestions for
reuse of requirements, an aspect that is not explored by existing approaches.
Franch et al. [Franch, 10] define software requirement patterns as an artifact that
can be used during the requirements elicitation activity and, according to [Tsumaki,
04], their use creates good software artifacts. A systematic mapping of the state of the
art concerning requirement writing patterns was performed (protocol is described in
[Silva, 11a]), and from this mapping, the patterns proposed by [Withall, 07] were
selected as the basis for the proposed approach, because they were more complete and
detailed. Based on the pattern, a catalog was developed considering the 37 patterns
proposed by [Withall, 07], organized into six distinct domains (seeking to reconcile
the proposed areas [Withall, 07] and IEEE Std 830-1998 [IEEE, 98]), as follows:
Logical database, external interfaces, system attributes, functional, design constraints
and performance.
Also, to facilitate the use of patterns, the catalog is organized according to the
following guidelines [Meszaros, 96]:
•
Pattern Name: a name by which the pattern can be identified. This should serve
as a reference for the problem / solution [Meszaros, 96] and also represent the
context of the pattern [Tsumaki, 04].
•
Objective: this element should indicate the purpose of the requirement to solve a
problem. The objective is similar to the force and must indicate the individual
target [Tsumaki, 04].
•
Context: describes a situation in the project in which the problems occur
[Tsumaki, 04]. Also serves to show the relative importance of forces [Meszaros,
96].
•
Problem: The problem field serves to remind the reader of the problem they are
trying to solve. According [Tsumaki, 04], the problem has several causes, so a
description of the problem consists of two parts: a general description of the
problem, and the causes of the problem.
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•

Forces: This element provides information that should be considered when
choosing a solution to a problem.
•
Template: The template serves as a starting point for writing a requirement, and
can also be seen as the element "solution" that is usually found in a pattern
language. The content of this element is an adaptation of what was presented in
[Withall, 07]. The main difference is that in our approach, the patterns are
strengthened by a framework that helps in the selection and guidance on how to
use them.
•
Examples: the purpose of this element is to guide with one or more samples
using the pattern. The examples start completing the template element.
We emphasize that the base of the catalog is the [Withall, 07] study, including all
patterns. However, we have proposed some changes in order to easy the selection and
understanding. The main changes were related to the pattern structure adding the
elements “Forces” and “Problem”. Also the sections “basic details”, “application” and
“discussion” from [Withall, 07] were relocated at the elements “Objective” and
“Context”. The Figure 1 illustrates an example of a requirement pattern for
"Calculation Formula Requirement", focusing on the Objective, Template and
Example fields.
Objective: Use this requirement pattern to specify how to calculate a particular kind of value, or how
to determine a value via a process of logical steps.
Templates:
Summary
Definition
«Value
name» «Value description» shall be calculated as follows:
calculation
«Value name» = «Formula»
where
«Variable 1 name» is «Variable 1 description»;
«Variable 2 name» is «Variable 2 description»;
…
[«Calculation refinements».] [«Applicability limitations».] [«Reference».]
[For example, «Example».]
«Value
name»
«Value description» shall be determined as follows:
determination
1. «Step 1 description».
2. «Step 2 description».
3. …
[«Applicability limitations».] [«Reference».]
[For example, «Example».]
Examples
Summary
Definition
Simple
interest Simple interest for a period of not more than one year shall be calculated as
calculation
follows:
Interest = Principal * Interest rate * Period in days / Days in year * 100
Where Principal is the monetary amount upon which interest is
earned;
Interest rate is the percentage rate applicable;
Period in days is the number of days’ worth of interest,
calculated as per the next requirement;
Days in year is the number of days in the year for which
the calculation is being performed, calculated as per the
next requirement but one.

Figure 1: Example of requirement pattern [Withall, 07]
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Requirements reuse process - detailing the approach

How are these concepts (requirements patterns, the patterns catalog and traceability)
linked in order to enable reuse? Figure 2 shows the proposed process demonstrating
the possibilities of reuse and the mechanisms for suggesting requirements for reuse.

Figure 2: Proposed approach process
We must consider that the process occurs in an iterative way, i.e. the system
requirements should be specified in multiple cycles, until all the project requirements
are linked to the end of the process generating the artifact requirements specification
document.
The process starts from the elicitation of user requirements and may be performed
using any conventional technique (suggestions are given in [Zhang, 07]).
Subsequently, the user’s requirements are "turned into" system requirements elements that can be reused in the proposed approach. At this point, we can choose to
use, or not use a pattern to define the system requirements, but we should note that
not using a pattern leads to the traditional process without reuse. In other words, in the
proposed approach, the suggestions for reuse will occur from the use of a pattern (we
suggest initiating with the patterns previously mentioned, however, this is an aspect
of the approach where the user may include new patterns as new projects are being
developed and complementary patterns identified).
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Thus, the analyst should seek the catalog a pattern that is most appropriate his
need. After identifying the pattern, the analyst can create a new requirement from the
pattern template proposed, or he can check the suggestions for reuse - in this case, the
suggestions are based on requirements of other shared projects, and were written
based on the same pattern selected by the analyst. Once the analyst has identified a
requirement for re-use, the chosen the reuse mode:
(1) Share Mode: this type of reference links the new requirement with the
requirement of the original project (in which the requirement was originally
specified). When the original requirement undergoes any kind of alteration, it will be
propagated to the related requirements. Thus, this method makes the reuse of the
requirement specification entirely and the adaptation of the content of the new
requirement is prohibited.
(2) Copy and maintain a link: in this kind of reference, the requirement
specification of origin is copied to the new project, maintaining the link to the origin
requirement, but allowing the content of the new requirement to be adapted. The
objective of this mode of reuse is to keep the link with the original requirement,
allowing a comparison between the specifications, so that we can accept or reject the
propagation of the changes in the original requirement to the new requirement.
(3) Copy: in this type of reference the requirement specification of origin is
copied, without keeping any link between the requirements. In this case, is also
possible to adapt the content of the requirement.
Once a new requirement has been defined, it is added to the specification
document. Based on the reuse of a requirement, regardless of the mode of reuse, new
requirements are suggested for reuse from the traceability links with the origin
requirement. And in this case, if the analyst choosing to reuse a requirement must
choose one of the modes provided for reuse (for which the procedure is the same as
that already described).
It should be emphasized that there is a need to establish traceability between
requirements, because this is one of the pillars of the approach. We understand that
the lack of these pillars would lead to a considerable reduction in suggested
requirements for reuse.
In order to exemplify the dynamic approach, we can assume that it is necessary to
define a requirement that specifies the calculation of the freight for the shipment of
goods. Using the approach, the analyst performs a search in order to select the
appropriate pattern for writing, in this case, "Calculation Formula Requirement
Pattern" (as illustrated in Figure 1).
At this point, the analyst may choose to use the pattern as a starting point for
writing the requirement, or may select any of the suggested requirements from the
selected pattern, the final requirement should be set as shown in Figure 3.
If the analyst chooses to select a requirement from the options suggested for reuse
(which uses the Calculation Formula Requirement Pattern and is linked to the
calculation of freight), then the mechanisms for supporting the reuse-based
traceability link (considering the requirement reused in their source project) may
suggest requirements, as listed in Figure 4.
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Summary
Value of freight
determination
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Definition
value of freight shall be determined as follows:
1. calculate the value of the total weight of purchase.
2. calculate the total purchase price (declared value).
3. based on the total weight calculated, the corresponding
"weight/destination" value is selected in the price list provided
by the mail for express shipment.
Upper limit for declaration of value: $ 10.000,00.
Reference calculation: table of values for express shipment.
For example, total weight of purchase is 1kg, the purchase price is
$450.00, the destination is Miami. For this purchase, the freight
value is $30.80.

Figure 3: Requirement set from the Calculation Formula Requirement Pattern.
Summary
Data type for weight of
goods
Response
time
for
transactions

Definition
The weight of the goods, which are used for calculation of
freight, must be of the type “double”.
Each function of customer service (search, shopping cart,
shipping calculation, customer records, and so on) should
have a response time not exceeding 4 seconds from the
correct input (when using minimal configuration required
the system). This value is based on indications that users
start to lose patience after this time.

Figure 4: Suggestions for reuse from the traceability
3.2

Tool

Based on this, we highlight that the following are essential to enable the
implementation of the approach:
• the use of the key elements to promote reuse suggestions - in this case, there is a
set of patterns organized in the form of a catalog, and traceability is created
between requirements;
• automated support for the proposed process, in the form of a computational tool.
The use of tools that support reuse has many more benefits than informal reuse
(i.e. reuse that is conducted on an ad-hoc basis) [Tracz, 94][Wahono, 02] because a
computational tool provides mechanisms that facilitate access, identification,
selection and understanding of the reusable element stored in the repository. A
repository is a database structure that stores a collection of components for reuse, and
promote mechanisms for the efficient recovery of these elements.
Thus, this approach is supported by a tool called SERS [Silva, 11b]. This tool is
designed to provide specific functionality to implement the mechanisms for reuse of
the approach. The functionalities can be divided into two groups:
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•

Basic Features - these are inherent any tool of software requirements area,
including: (a) user account, (b) registration of the project, (c) a register of
stakeholders, (d) registration of the sections of the specification document
requirements, (e) registration of user requirements, (f) registration of system
requirements, (g) traceability between requirements, and (h) printing of the
specification requirements.
• Features to support reuse – the differential of the tool: (a) forms for search,
selection and application of requirements patterns, (b) Suggested requirements for
reuse based on a requirement pattern, and (c) Suggested requirements for reuse
based on the traceability links.
Briefly, the suggestions of reuse occur when a requirement is registered. When
we select a pattern, the system presents an interface to the registration requirement,
allowing the template pattern to be applied (Figure 5a). In this same interface, if the
tool finds any requirements for reuse (based on the selected pattern), an alert is
displayed to the user (Figure 5b). Accessing the tab "Suggestions for reuse" brings up
a list of requirements for reuse (Figure 5c), which can be incorporated into the project
in one of the ways described in section 3.1.

Figure 5: Suggestions for reuse based on the selected pattern (tool interfaces).
By adding to the project requirements reused (Figure 6a), there may be
suggestions for reuse from the traceability link (warning as shown in Figure 6b),
showing a longer list of candidates for reuse requirements (Figure 6c).
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Figure 6: Suggestions for reuse based on the traceability link presented by the tool
support.
Thus, the SERS tool plays an important role in the approach, providing interfaces
for searching, selecting and applying the requirements patterns. It also assists with
interfaces containing suggestions for reuse automatically, these suggestions are
patterns-based and traceability links.
Additional information about the tool can be found at [Silva, 11b] including a
comparison of SERS with other 7 different tools that implement reuse of
requirements. The study has revealed that no tool that gathers the three sharing modes
of SERS has been found (as described at section 3.1), as well as no mechanisms for
suggesting the reuse of requirements and its patterns as proposed.

4

Evaluation

Some experiments were performed to evaluate the approach and tool. Through the
development of case studies, we attempted to identify whether the approach, and the
tool, were able to achieve the goal of assisting in the activities of requirements
elicitation and specification. The evaluations attempted to measure the effective
contribution of the approach and tool in the Requirements Engineering area. In this
context the following research questions and hypotheses were established:
Q1 – Does the approach
proposed for reuse of
requirements
make
the
activities of requirements
elicitation and specification
more efficient compared to

H01: There is no difference in the efficiency of
activities of requirements elicitation and
specification when using the reuse approach
compared with not using it.
HA1: The efficiency of activities of requirements
elicitation and specification based on the approach
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not using the approach?
Q2 – Does the approach
proposed for reuse of
requirements
make
the
activities of requirements
elicitation and specification
more effective compared to
not using the approach?

using reuse is greater than when this approach is
not used.
H01: There is no difference in the effectiveness of
activities of requirements elicitation and
specification when using the reuse approach
compared with not using it.
HA1: The effectiveness of activities of
requirements elicitation and specification based on
the approach using reuse is greater than when this
approach is not used.

Efficiency was calculated as the ratio between the number of requirements
described correctly and the time spent performing the activities of requirements
elicitation and specification. Effectiveness was measured as the ratio between the
number of correctly described requirements and the total number of requirements that
exist. For this purpose, we used a requirements specification document, reviewed and
approved by a specialist, as correction model of the case studies used in the
evaluation.
In addition to measuring the efficiency and effectiveness of the approach, we
also evaluated the perception in the use of the tool/approach and performed a GQM
(Goal-Question-Metric) evaluation [Basili, 94] with specialists/professionals in the
area of requirements.
4.1

Design of experiment

The experiment involved twenty-four students in the discipline of Software
Engineering of an undergraduate degree in Computer Science, the content of which
included Requirements Engineering. The process followed in the evaluation is shown
in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Process adopted in the evaluation
Initially, we gave an introductory lesson (3h) on requirements engineering,
covering the basic steps of the process (elicitation, analysis, specification and
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validation) as well as requirements definition and types (user and system - functional
and non-functional). Subsequently, we gave a lecture (2h) on requirement patterns,
then we presented the SERS tool in standard version1 of the tool (described in section
3.2). Later, we explained to the class the context of research, and asked to the students
to sign the consent form and complete a profile questionnaire.
Having overcome the initial stages, the participants were randomly assigned to
two groups (experimental and control) and separated into different rooms. In the next
moment, the functionality of the tool for reuse was presented to the experimental
group.
The case studies used in the quasi-experiment2 were the development of an online
bookstore and a car rental system. Based on the case studies, the participants were
asked to identify and specify the functional and nonfunctional requirements. As the
experiment was carried out in pairs, there were six pairs in the control group and six
pairs in the experimental group. In each group, three pairs performed the case study of
the bookstore and the other three pairs performed the case study of the rental cars.
Thus, the experiment consisted of producing a requirements specification for the
case study with the support of the SERS tool. In the case of the control group, the
application of the templates of the patterns was performed on an ad-hoc, looking for
them directly in the pattern catalog available on the web. The experimental group
used all the features of the tool, and benefited from suggestions of requirements
reused from projects previously registered in the repository tool. In this case, there
were three shared projects, the first in the field of office automation (waterproof
products and services company), the second in the field of video rental, and third in
the field of automobile sales. It is important to note that the projects available for
reuse were distinct from the case studies, but they provided requirements suitable for
reuse.
After carrying out the proposed activity in the case studies, the participants
answered a perceptual questionnaire to identify their impressions on the use of the
tool and the approach to reuse.
4.1.2

Results of the experiment

Results were obtained for three aspects: (i) the time spent by each group in order to
identify requirements, (ii) the outcome of the case study of each group (obtained
directly from the tool repository), and (iii) the perception questionnaire.
4.1.2.1 Evaluation of the Approach
After performing the quasi-experiment, all the data were collected and arranged in a
table for analysis, seeking to answer research questions. The correction model for
case study 1 (online bookstore) provided 9 functional requirements and 9 nonfunctional requirements, totaling 18 requirements. The correction model case study 2
1

Standard refers to the basic functionality of the tool being suppressed features regarding the
selection/application of patterns and all the mechanisms suggested for reuse.
2
A quasi-experimental design is one that looks a bit like an experimental design but lacks the key
ingredient -- random assignment [Trochim, 06] Trochim, W.M.K., J.P. Donnelly, Research methods
knowledge base, in, 2006. Because the selection of participants was restricted to the class indicated, it is
considered a quasi-experiment.
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(car rental) provided a total of 22 requirements, of which 15 were functional and 7
non-functional. Table 2 summarizes the results, for the experimental group (A) and
the control group (B).
Group

Q.Enc

Q.Esp

Q.Reuse
Time
Efficiency
Effectiveness
CASE STUDY 1
A1
8
9
1
100
0.080
0.444
A4
7
9
4
99
0.070
0.388
A6
4
5
2
101
0.039
0.222
B3
5
24
105
0.047
0.277
B4
2
10
105
0.019
0.111
B5
2
5
105
0.019
0.111
CASE STUDY 2
A2
7
10
7
110
0.063
0.318
A3
6
9
4
102
0.058
0.272
A5
7
20
4
94
0.074
0.318
B1
4
10
105
0.038
0.181
B2
0
11
105
0
0
B6
4
6
105
0.038
0.181
Q.Enc is the number of correctly specified requirements (in relation to the correction model).
Q.Esp matches the total number of requirements specified by the group. Q.Reuse is the amount
of requirements reused. Time corresponds to minutes used in the experiment, and finally the
result of calculating the efficiency and effectiveness.

Table 2: Results of Case Studies
The results of case study 1 show that only one pair from the control group (B3)
had a better result in relation to efficiency and effectiveness, and their results were
only better than those of one of the experimental groups (A6). Even so, we can note
that group B3 specified 24 requirements (far more than the other groups) in order to
obtain only 5 requirements.
Analysing the results of case study 2, we note that groups supported by the
approach obtained better results for both the efficiency and effectiveness of the
activity. Figure 8 (efficiency analysis) and Figure 9 (effectiveness analysis) help to
illustrate the observations in the two groups.

Figure 8: Analysis of the efficiency of the approach
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Figure 9: Analysis of the effectiveness of the approach
Analysing only those projects that resulted in suggestions for reuse, through the
percentage of reuse (% Reuse) compared to the total requirements found (Table 3),
we perceive that in both groups (A4 and A6), the reuse rate was at least 50% in
relation to requirements found in case study 1, and the mean was of 46.82% reuse in
these projects. Regarding reuse in case study 2, one group (A2) has achieved 100%
reuse; the average was 74.60% reuse.
Another aspect that can be analyzed is about the amount of reuse by requirement
type. We can observe that the amount of functional requirements reused was higher,
except for group A5 (which was equal in both categories). This fact contradicts some
studies that claim non-functional requirements are more suitable for reuse [13].
However, this is still an open issue for further investigation.
Group
Q. ERF
Q. ERNF
QR. RF
QR. RNF
% Reuse
A1
2
1
1
0
33.33%
A2
5
2
5
2
100%
A3
4
2
3
1
66.66%
A4
3
4
3
1
57.14%
A5
5
2
2
2
57.14%
A6
2
2
2
0
50%
Q.ERF is the number of functional requirements found. Q.ERNF corresponds to the number of
non-functional requirements found. QR.RF is the number of functional requirements reused.
QR.RNF the amount of non-functional requirements reused. Finally, % Reuse is the percentage
of reuse in the project.

Table 3: Analysis of the percentage of reuse
We also analyze the use of mechanisms to support reuse (shown in Figure 10).
This analysis can be performed based on the suggestions from the requirements
patterns (at the time of selection of a pattern) and traceability (being carried out after
the reuse of a requirement).
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Figure 10: Reuse of requirements from the mechanisms
The results show that the majority of the reuse acceptance was promoted by
suggestions based on patterns, this aspect was expected, since the suggestions for
reuse from traceability are a result of the use of a pattern. However, we highlight
groups A4 and A5, which found the greatest benefit from the suggestions of
traceability. These data provide indications that support mechanisms favoring reuse.
Finally, Figure 11 shows the results for the comparison of the two groups
regarding efficiency and effectiveness. The average efficiency of the experimental
group was 0.064 and that of the control group was 0.026. For effectiveness, the result
for the experimental group was 0.327, while that of the control group was 0.143.
Based on the results shown in Figure 11, wee see that the mechanisms for reuse
brought 40.62% greater efficiency in the experimental group. We can see that the
conduct of the proposed activity in the case study which used the support of the
approach had 43.73% greater efficiency than the conduct without the use of the
approach.

Figure 11: Comparative analysis of the results obtained by the two groups
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Additionally we performed a statistical analysis to accept or reject the hypotheses.
Thus, we applied the Mann-Whitney statistical test, which is appropriate because the
sample does not follow a normal distribution.
We selected the lowest value of U for efficiency, to obtain a value of 1. Taking
the lowest value of U for effectiveness, the result was 2. Thus, according to the
statistical test, with the value of the intersection between n1 = 6 and n2 = 6 with α =
0.05, we obtain a value of Uc = 5. Based on these results, we can reject the
hypotheses H01 (There is no difference in the efficiency of activities of requirements
elicitation and specification when using the reuse approach compared with not using
it) and H02 (There is no difference in the effectiveness of activities of requirements
elicitation and specification when using the reuse approach compared with not using
it).
Thus, our results indicate that the proposed approach assists in the activities of
requirements elicitation and specification, making them more efficient and effective.
However, we believe these results are merely indicative, and further case studies are
needed to provide stronger evidence of the benefits of the approach.
4.1.2.2 Perception evaluation of the use of the tool
Through the perception questionnaire which the participants filled out at the end of
the experiment, their impressions of the SERS tool were obtained. For the
questionnaire, we used a 5-point Likert scale [Ferguson, 41] to indicate the
participants’ level of agreement. Figure 12 shows the results of the questionnaires for
the experimental group participants.

Figure 12: Results of the perception questionnaire in the experimental group.
Based on participants' perceptions, we highlighted the very positive result for the
contribution of reuse in the activities of requirements elicitation and specification, as
well as the perception that the patterns helped in writing the requirements.
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Evaluation of specialists through the GQM method

This evaluation was conducted in an attempt to reduce the bias that emerges from the
analysis of the approach in an academic environment, where participants probably do
not have the desired level of experience to work in the industry. We therefore decided
to conduct an evaluation by experts in the field of requirements engineering, in order
to obtain more indicators of the feasibility of implementing the approach. That this
evaluation is exploratory in nature, and some points need to be improved in order to
obtain more reliable results. In this evaluation, the GQM method was used [Basili, 94]
to obtain an assessment of the approach from the point of view of six (6) professionals
in requirements engineering.

Goal

To evaluate an approach for the reuse of requirements related to the
efficiency and effectiveness under requirements engineering experts
point of view at the context of especification and documention of
software requirements.

Questions
Q1. What is your subjective
impression of efficiency (gain
in time) on the percentage of
improvement in the activity of
elicitation and documentation
requirements obtained when
using the approach, compared
to not using it?
Q2. The software artifact
(requirements
specification
document) produced with the
approach is more complete and
accurate than the one produced
in another approach?

Metrics
MQ1. Subjective impression on the percentual
variation of time applying the approach and
comparing to not using it.

Q3.
Has
the
use
of
patterns/catalog helped guiding
the written of requirements?

MQ3.1. Subjective impression on the percentage
of help in writting the requirements when
applying the patterns proposed by the approach.

MQ2.1. Subjective impression on the percentual
variation of the completeness of the document
with the use of the approach compared to not
using. (Understanding "completeness" as the
amount of requirements correctly identified)
MQ2.2. Subjective impression of the percentage
variation of the correctness of the document with
the use of the approach compared with no use.
(Understanding "correctness" as the amount of
requirements correctly described)

MQ3.2. Grade of subjective acceptance on the
easiness to find an appropriate pattern on the
catalog.
Q4.
Were
the
suggestions adequate?

reuse

MQ4.1. Grade of subjective acceptance of the
suggestions made for the pattern.
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MQ4.2. Grade of subjective acceptance of the
suggestions made for the traceability.
Q5. Has the support tool
contributed
with
any
improvement on the activity
execution?

MQ5.1. Subjective impression on the percentage
of the benefits provided by the tool.
MQ5.2. Grade of subjective acceptance about the
benefits provided by the tool.

Figures 13 and 14 show the result of the evaluation, using the GQM method, for
the questions answered after using the approach.

Figure 13: Results of the evaluation with the GQM method as percentages

Figure 14: Results of the evaluation with the GQM method as acceptance grade
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According to the data collected, we observed, in general, that there are indications
that the proposed approach assists in the activities of requirements elicitation and
specification, according to the views of the experts in the field of requirements
engineering.

5

Conclusions

Reuse is considered as an alternative for assisting in requirements engineering
activities. In general, researchers [Spanoudakis, 96] [Massonet, 97] [Cybulski, 00]
[Robertson, 06] argue that requirements reuse provides a reduction in development
times and improves the quality of the developed product, thereby leading to quality
improvement in the requirements engineering process. However, a reuse approach
rarely presents benefits without a systematization or a process [Perednikas, 08].
Considering the approaches found in the literature, we did not find any empirical
evaluations to determine the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed approaches.
This article therefore describes an approach to requirements reuse, seeking to
determine whether this approach would make the activities of requirements elicitation
and specification more efficient and effective. The approach is based on three pillars
(already explored separately in other approaches): (i) requirement writing patterns for
structuring knowledge in order to assist reuse; (ii) Patterns catalog providing a
mechanism to facilitate the selection of a pattern; and (iii) traceability to identify new
requirements from a requirement reused (this aspect has not been explored by existing
approaches).
The results of this quasi-experiment indicated that the efficiency and
effectiveness of the approach were higher in the experimental group compared to the
control group. However, we emphasize that the quasi-experiment was restricted to 2
hours, so we cannot affirm that the results would be the same after more prolonged
use of the approach. Another aspect to consider relates to the repository for reuse; we
understand the challenges involved in the initial use of the approach are higher,
because we do not have a repository of artifacts available for reuse. We stress that the
similarity among the shared projects at repository and the project being specified
impacts at the result, having a tendency of the reuse achieving better results in product
lines (as observed at section 2.2). In this sense, the repository used and the case
studies applied represent a threat to the results of the quasi-experiment, thus being
recommended to repeat the experiment with different repositories and case studies.
The use of the questionnaire to evaluate perceptions showed that the experimental
group evaluated the tool positively in relation to its features, and considered that the
patterns and suggestions for requirements reuse helped in writing the document
specification requirements.
In attempting to reduce the bias that arises from the evaluation of the approach in
an academic environment, where participants probably do not have the desired
experience to work in the industry, we decided to conduct an evaluation with experts
in the area of requirements engineering, to obtain better indicators of the feasibility of
implementing the approach. The results of the evaluation by the GQM method [Basili,
94] indicated that the approach assists in the activities of requirements elicitation and
specification, in the views of six experts (with experience in activities related to
Requirements Engineering of between three and seven years). However, we also
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recommend performing the evaluation study in real scenarios with expert developers
as future work.
In another proposal for future work, we can explore aspects of requirements
variability to refine the suggestions for reuse. Furthermore, the development of a
plugin that implements the approach in an existing tool, such as Eclipse, DOORS,
RequisitePro or Enterprise Architect, would enable further evaluations to be obtained
in a commercial context. We emphasize that the patterns used in the experiment are
from Withall's catalog [Withall, 07] in its full version (without excluding any pattern).
However, we encourage investigations for other patterns to complement this catalog.
Another interesting point would be to add more templates to the current patterns. We
note that even with a template as a starting point for specifying a requirement, one
may find other solutions (templates) that can be added to the pattern, in order to
supplement it. Also, to extend the approach and perform new experiments with other
artifacts, such as models, test plans, and code, from requirements is a viable path for
future projects.
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